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Abstract—In this paper we explore two paradigms: firstly, 

paradigmatic representation via the native HAL model 

including a model enriched by adding word order 

information using the permutation technique of Sahlgren 

and al [21], and secondly the syntagmatic representation 

via a words-by-documents model constructed using the 

Random Indexing method. We demonstrate that these 

kinds of word space models which were initially 

dedicated to extract similarity can also been efficient for 

extracting relatedness from Arabic corpora. For a given 

word the proposed models search the related words to it. 

A result is qualified as a failure when the number of 

related words given by a model is less than or equal to 4, 

otherwise it is considered as a success. To decide if a 

word is related to other one, we get help from an expert 

of the economic domain and use a glossary
1 1

 of the 

domain. First we begin by a comparison between a native 

HAL model and term- document model. The simple HAL 

model records a better result with a success rate of 

72.92%. In a second stage, we want to boost the HAL 

model results by adding word order information via the 

permutation technique of sahlgren and al [21]. The 

success rate of the enriched HAL model attempt 79.2 %. 

 

Index Terms—Relatedness, syntagmatic model, 

paradigmatic model, HAL model, term document model, 

word order information, permutation, Arabic corpus. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Many NLP applications require knowledge that goes 

beyond similarity [5]. Thus, semantic relatedness is 

defined to cover any kind of lexical or functional 

association that may exist between two words [5]. 

                                                           
1 www.pbf.org.ps/site/files/files/ %االلرصاد٠ح02اٌّصطٍساخ%02ِٛطٛػح .pdf 

 

Semantic relatedness determines whether two words are 

in some way related, even if they are not similar or have 

different parts-of-speech. Consequently, semantic 

similarity is a special case of the broader defined 

semantic relatedness, i.e. two words that are similar are 

also related, but the inverse is not true [28]. 

Humans can easily judge the semantic relatedness 

between two words. For example, they can easily tell that 

car and drive are strongly related, while there is no such 

strong connection between car and eat. This human 

ability is backed by their experience and knowledge, 

which makes it a hard task for machines. If a machine 

should solve this task, it also needs some knowledge 

source [28]. Different kinds of background information 

are used: structured resources such as WordNet (or any 

taxonomic resource) and ontologies where concepts are 

linked via semantics or lexical relations, encyclopedic 

resources like Wiktionary and Wikipedia; and 

unstructured resources, corpora being the predominant 

element in this area research. This work is concerned 

with this kind or background information. 

The most popular models adopted for extracting 

meaning similarities from large text data are word space 

models. Based on the distributional hypothesis of Zelig 

Harris, linear algebra models  are constructed by 

collecting context vectors for each word. The vectors 

reflect information about co-occurrence of words, so the 

similarity between two words is calculated as a distance 

measure between their representing context vectors. In 

general these models were designed for extracting 

similarity in term of synonymy; our aim is to explore the 

ability of this kind of model to capture the semantic 

relatedness between words in corpora. As it was 

explained by Sahlgren in [20] and [21] two predominant 

semantic relations exist: paradigmatic relations and 

syntagmatic relations. The first one is produced by the 

HAL-type model which collects co-occurrence data in

mailto:dwiddows@gmail.com
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words-by-words information, while the second are 

concretized by the methods based on words-by-

documents matrix, as example we cite LSA [12] and 

random indexing [10]. These models were criticized as 

―bag of words‖ that encodes only the contexts in which 

words co-occur, but ignore word-order information [16]. 

The pioneering methods have adapted the HAL model 

(paradigmatic representation) to encode word-order 

information: the first one was proposed by Jones and 

Mewhort [7] based on convolution operation; and the 

second is based on permutation of random vectors and 

proposed by Sahlgren and al. [21]. Functionally, the two 

approaches are quite similar, but random permutation is 

much more computationally efficient than convolution 

[4]. 

Our work is concerning by exploring the two 

paradigms: paradigmatic representation via the HAL 

model enriched with word order information using the 

permutation technique of sahlgren and al [21], and the 

syntagmatic representation via a words-by-documents 

model constructed using the random Indexing method. In 

this work, we have chosen to practice our experiments on 

Arabic corpus.  This choice is motived by our conviction 

that Arabic language is one of many less widespread 

languages which deserves to have more attention to get 

more benefits from these new methods, for example more 

efficient tools for constructing and maintaining lexical 

and semantic resources.  

 

II.  GEOMETRIC MODELS FOR DISTRIBUTIONAL 

SEMANTICS 

Semantic vector models have received considerable 

attention from researchers in natural language processing 

over the past 15 years, though their invention can be 

traced at least to Salton‘s introduction of the Vector 

Space Model for information retrieval [22][23][31]. The 

underlying assumption is motivated by the works of 

Zellig Harris and known as the distributional hypothesis. 

Harris‘s idea was that the words with similar distribution 

in language have similar meaning, and therefore can be 

grouped according to their distributional behavior 

[20][21]. The core idea behind semantic vector models is 

that words and concepts are represented by points in a 

mathematical space, and this representation is learned 

from text in such a way that concepts with similar or 

related meanings are near to one another in that space 

[31]. These semantic representations of words are 

achieved by collecting statistical redundancies observed 

in a large corpus of text [16]. Then the semantic 

similarity or relatedness is quantified by comparing their 

distributional profiles. Geometrically speaking, words 

and concepts are represented by vectors in high-

dimensional space. This is normally done by collecting 

word occurrence frequencies in high-dimensional context 

vectors [21]. Therefore, the similarity between word 

meanings is expressed by quantifying the proximity 

between the vectors representing the words [31]. 

Gathering Co-occurrence Data 

The most standard form of co-occurrence data in this 

field is the traditional term-document matrix used in 

information retrieval [32] [23]. For a large corpus of 

documents, a term-document matrix records the number 

of times each term occurred in each document. We can 

think of this either as describing each document as a 

collection of terms, so that the documents are the objects 

and the terms are the features. However, we can also 

think of this as describing a term as a collection of 

documents – in which case, the terms are the objects and 

the documents are the features. 

The Hyperspace Analogue of Language (HAL) models 

[13] used in the Stanford Infomap project and the 

Infomap-NLP software [24][29], are an another form of 

co-occurrence data, in which the features used were other 

words in the text (often chosen to be words of high 

frequency occuring within a small window of words 

surrounding each target word), so that instead of 

capturing term-document counts, the matrix captures 

term-term counts. In general, the method therefore 

consists of collecting the distributional statistics of words 

into a co-occurrence matrix. Each row (respectively 

column) stands for a unique word (respectively context) 

and records its co-occurrences in the different contexts 

(respectively for the different words) (Fig.1). These 

frequencies are often normalized by using for example 

the TF-IDF weighting score. The matrix is referenced as 

a words-by-documents matrix when the contexts are 

documents and words-by-words matrix when the context 

is reduced to words [19]. The dimensionality of the 

WordSpace is determined by the number of columns. 

Each row is called a context vector. Computing similarity 

between words become as computing similarity between 

their vectors representations by using a kind of similarity 

measures, such as the cosine similarity. 

 

Wi: words 

Cj: contexts (word, document,…) 

fij: frequency of co-occurrence 
 

 C1 C2 C3 

W1 12 00 7 

W2 22 02 03 

W3 01 09 18 

W4 00 05 06 

Fig.1. Example of Co-Occurrence Matrix. 

Unfortunately, the number of the documents we 

manipulate are very large, which make the dimensionality 

of the matrix very high. Consequently, the matrix will be 

intractable and affects the scalability of this method. The 

solution is to preserve the use of large collection of text 

but represented in low dimensional context vector. This is 

the subject of sections III and IV. 

 

III.  RANDOM INDEXING, AS A BASE MODEL AND MATRIX 

REDUCTION TOOL 

A practical problem with the co-occurrence matrix is 

that as the number of documents increases, the 
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dimensionality of the space grows. With a high-

dimensional space, this solution can become 

computationally intractable and very sparse. An ideal 

solution is to preserve a big size of data and to project 

them in lower dimensional space. However, reduction of 

dimensionality will affect the integrity of document 

information. For this reason, research has been 

undertaken focused on reducing the dimensionality 

efficiently while preserving as much information from 

documents. These dimension reduction techniques are 

applied as a data pre-processing step. Several techniques 

have been developed, including ‗latent semantic analysis‘ 

(LSA) [12] and ‗Hyperspace Analog to Language‘ (HAL) 

[13]. Unfortunately, these methods are based on matrix 

factorization techniques, which are costly operations, and 

they cannot be applied before constructing the huge 

matrix, which makes it difficult to support incremental 

addition of new terms and documents to models without 

rebuilding them from scratch. So, such methods remain 

computationally heavy, and thus are liable to efficiency 

and scalability issues. As an alternative to such 

computationally heavy dimensionality-reduction 

techniques, many approaches based on the Johnson-

Lindenstrauss lemma [6] have been developed: 

 

For any 0< ε <1 and any integer n, let k be a positive 

integer such that k ≥ 4(ε
2
 / 2 – ε

3
 / 3)

-k
 ln n 

Then for any set W of n points in R
d
, there is a map f: 

R
d
  R

k
 such that for all u, v  W, 

 

(1- ε)||u-v||
2 
 ||f(u)-f(v)||

2 
 (1+ ε)||u-v||

2
 

 

The Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma says: if we project 

points of a vector space into a randomly selected 

subspace with sufficiently high dimensionality, the 

distances between the points are approximately preserved. 

This means that we can approximate the orthogonality by 

simply choosing random directions in the high-

dimensional space. This near-orthogonality of the random 

vectors is the key to a family of dimension reduction 

techniques that includes methods such as random 

projection [14], random mapping [11] and random 

indexing [10]. The random projection methodology 

process is as follows: each context is assigned a unique 

and random index vector of ternary values (0, +1, –1). 

These vectors consist of a large number of 0s and a small 

number (about 1%–2%) of +1s and –1s randomly 

distributed. The dimensionality of these randomly 

generated vectors is usually chosen to be on the order of 

hundreds or thousands. As the corpus is scanned, the 

context vector for each word is obtained by summing the 

index vectors of all the contexts in which the word 

appears. For instance: suppose that we have three 

documents D1, D2, D3, each one is assigned respectively 

the three random index vectors: {00 + 100…} {–

10000}{0 + 100 – 1…}. If a word w occurs in the three 

documents, the context vector of this word will be the 

sum of the three vectors: {–1 + 1 + 10 – 1…}. Random 

indexing has many advantages compared to others 

methods [17]:  

 It is an incremental method, which means that we 

do not have to sample all the data before we can 

start using the context vectors  

 It avoids the ‗huge matrix step‘, since the 

dimensionality k (k << d) of the vectors is much 

smaller (d is the number of the columns in the 

original matrix) 

 It is scalable, since adding new contexts to the data 

set does not increase the dimensionality of the 

context vectors. 

 

IV.  ENCODING WORD-ORDER INFORMATION 

These kinds of semantic spaces are qualified as bag-of-

words models: they succeed in encoding contextual 

information and fail in capturing information about how 

words are ordered in the sentence. In recent years, two 

approaches in building semantic spaces have been 

developed in order to take into account information about 

word-order: the Bound Encoding of the Aggregate 

Language Environment (BEAGLE) model [7] and a 

permutation model [21] based on Random Indexing [10]. 

As it was described in the section of Random Indexing, 

these two methods build the semantic spaces by using 

vectors generated randomly with fixed length (called 

environmental Vectors in BEAGLE model) intended to 

represent the invariant properties of each word, as well as 

dynamic memory vectors that store information about 

each word‘s semantic representation [16]. Each time a 

word is encountered in the corpus, its memory vector is 

updated with context information provided through the 

superposition of the environmental vectors for every 

other word in the surrounding sentence [4]. To Represent 

order information about the word, BEAGLE and RPM 

bind together collections of environmental Vectors into 

order vectors that are added to memory vectors during 

training [16]. The main challenge facing efforts to encode 

syntactic information into high-dimensional spaces is to 

find an appropriate, order-preserving mathematical 

operation for recursively combining vectors [16]. In other 

words, in a composite vector (vector containing 

contextual and order information), one must be able to 

determine which features (elements) go with which 

objects (original vectors)—this is referred to as the 

binding problem. Furthermore, we need also to determine 

the original ordering of the vectors from a composite 

representation [7]. The two proposed techniques address 

the problems via two different methods; Jones and 

Mewhort [7] employ a non-commutative circular 

convolution proposed by Plate [15], while the Sahlgren 

and al. technique is based on random permutations of the 

environmental vectors. These two techniques are 

explained in more detail as follows. 

BEAGLE (Bound Encoding of the Aggregate 

Language Environment) 

The Jones and Mewhort [7] approach is based on a 

convolution operation, at the end of the process, each 

word is assigned a single composite vector representation, 

a combination of context and order information [7]. At 

the beginning, a so called environmental vector ei is 
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created for each term. Its components are sampled 

randomly from a Gaussian distribution with μ = 0 and σ 

=1/ √ . In order to compute context and order 

information for each word w, we need three memory 

vectors: 

 

ci: Vector representing contextual information 

oi: Vector representing order information 

mi: Is the combination of ci and oi. 

 

Each time a word is encountered, its environmental 

vector is used in the coding of its new context and order 

information, and this new information is added to mi. mi= 

mi+ci+ oi 

Referring to Jones and Mewhort [7], the idea is: 

context information comes from vector addition, and 

order information comes from vector convolution. 

Therefore, context information is obtained by 

superposition (summation) of environmental vectors, 

while the order is sampled by forming association 

between words with vector convolution. 

Permutation method of Sahlgren 

The version of sahlgren and al [21] in encoding word-

order information is based on random indexing technique. 

The environmental vectors are called Random index 

vectors, a high dimensional, random, sparse and ternary 

vector. The context information can be encoded as the 

same way in Jones and Mewhort approach [21]. Sahlgren 

and al use permutation or shuffling of coordinates 

(shifting of all of the non-zero values of a sparse 

elemental vector to the left or right according to the 

relative position of terms) to replace the convolution 

operator [8]. 

 

V.  EXPERIMENTATIONS AND ANALYSIS 

The experiments we realized are subdivided into 2 

sections: 

 

1. The first one is concerned with a comparison 

between the term-by-document model (syntagmatic 

model) and the HAL model (paradigmatic model). 

2. The second focus on the model HAL and the 

experimentation of introducing order information in 

the HAL model. We hope to discover if this new 

information contributes in improving the accuracies 

of the HAL model obtained in the first section of 

experiments. We note that all the models are built 

by using the technique of random indexing (section 

III).  

 

These experiments are based on two main materials:  

 

- The Khaleej-2004
2
 (4.1 MB): A corpus extracted from 

the daily Arabic newspaper Akhbar Al Khaleej', it 

includes 5120 news articles corresponding to 

2.855.069 words covering four topics: sport, local 

                                                           
2 https://sites.google.com/site/mouradabbas9/corpora 

news, international news and economy. We opted for 

the economy topic which consists of 909 files [1]. 

- The semantic vectors
3

: an open source package 

characterized by its simplicity, ease of use, and 

scalability. The software can be used to easily create 

semantic vector models from a corpus of free text, and 

to search such models using a variety of mathematical 

operations including projections and algebraic product 

operations [31]. Due to its adaptability, many NLP 

applications and experiments have used it as a 

component. This software allows a range of possible 

applications: the most immediate perhaps is in 

measuring word similarity; semantic vector models 

can also be used in resource building applications 

such as ontology learning and lexical acquisition, as 

part of data gathering for decision-support systems, 

detailed research, etc. [29]  

 

To perform the experiments, we selected 48 specific 

economic terms from: A GLOSSARY OF COMMON 

TERMS USED IN CUSTOMS, TRADE, 

ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
4
: 

5.1  HAL model VS Term-document model : Part I 

This first part of the experiments consists in comparing 

two models: the HAL model and the term-document 

model. As it is demonstrated in the figure Fig. 2, the two 

models are built using the semantic vectors package and 

the core dimensionality reduction method is random 

indexing.  

The HAL model needs a principal parameter which is 

the width of the moving window; it indicates the context 

to be taken in account in the left and the right for the 

target word. We have opted for varying this parameter 

from 1 to 7, furthermore that means we constructed 7 

HAL model, each one corresponds to window radius 

having a value varying from 1 to 7. 

Now, the 8 models: 7 HAL models and the term-

document model are ready to be queried by the 48 

selected words specific to customs, trade, accounting and 

economics (Fig 3). 

Our aim is, for a given word we must extract the 

related economics words; this will be achieved by 

selecting the related words from the 20 words 

constituting the results set. Deciding if a word is related 

or not of the query word will be realized by an expert of 

economic domain and by consulting the GLOSSARY OF 

COMMON TERMS USED IN CUSTOMS, TRADE, 

ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
5
. 

We have decided to consider the result wrong if it give 

us under 4 related terms for the query. For example, for 

the word لزض -it‘s translation in English is Loan-, the 

Hal model with a context window fixed to one word 

provides us only two related words: ِشزٚع، تزٔاِح   -their 

translation are respectively: Project, program - While the 

same model with a moving window fixed to 4 provides us 

many close words: راطّاي، اصذار، طٕذ، أراج، ٠ٛرٚ، تزٔاِح،  ِثٍغ 

                                                           
3 https://github.com/semanticvectors/semanticvectors 

4 www.pbf.org.ps/site/files/files/ %االلرصاد٠ح02اٌّصطٍساخ%02ِٛطٛػح .pdf 
5 www.pbf.org.ps/site/files/files/ %االلرصاد٠ح02اٌّصطٍساخ%02ِٛطٛػح .pdf 

https://sites.google.com/site/mouradabbas9/corpora
http://www.pbf.org.ps/site/files/files/
http://www.pbf.org.ps/site/files/files/
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 :their translation respectively are- ِشزٚع، اصٛي، ِظرثّز،

Amount, Capital, Issue, Support, Production, Euro, 

Program, Project, Assets, Investor -. 

For the term-by-document model the success is about 

65%, while for the HAL model, the best score is 72.92% 

when the moving window is fixed to 3, and the worst one 

is 60, 42% when we fix the window radius to 1 and 

7(table1). 

 

 
 

 

Fig.2. Constructing the Models of Experimentations 

 

Fig.3. Requesting the Three Models

  ، (deal)صفقت ،(index)مؤشر ،(price)سعر ، (profit)ربح ، (income)دخم ، (spending)إنفاق ، (support)سنذ ، (Bank)مصرف

 ، (loan)قرض ، (loss)خسارة ، (cost-effective)مردوديت ، (cash)نقذ ، (Barrel)برميم  ، ( benefit)فائذة ، (development)تنميت

 (dollar)دوالر ، (assets)أصىل ، (costs)تكانيف ، (fee)رسم ، (taxes)ضرائب ، (recession)كساد ، (credit)رصيذ ، (mortgage)رهن

 ، (retail)تجزئت ، (securities)أوراق ، (bank)بنك ، (smuggling)تهريب ، (export)تصذير ، (unemployment)،انبطانت

 ، (swap)ضتمقاي ، (market)سىق ، (bill) فاتىرة ، (investment)إستثمار ، (agreement)إتفاق ، (fuel)وقىد ، (OPEC)أوبك

 ، (monopoly)إحتكار (merchandise) بضاعت، ، (inflation)تضخم ، (savings)إدخار ، (capital)رأسمال ، (liquidity)سيىنت

 . (Rate)معذل ، (budget)ميزانيت ، (deficit)عجز ، (Shares)أسهم ، (oil)نفط ، (economy)إقتصاد
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Table 1. Results of Term-By-Document and HAL Model 

Term-Document model 
success 31 64.59% 

failure 17  

HAL model 

window radius =1 
success 29 60.42% 

failure 19  

window radius =2 
success 34  70.33% 

failure 14  

window radius =3 
success 35 72.92% 

failure 13  

window radius =4 
success 34 70.33% 

failure 14  

window radius =5 
success 33 68.75% 

failure 15  

window radius =6 
success 34 70.33% 

failure 14  

window radius =7 
success 27 60.42% 

failure 21  

Table 2. Examples of Excellent Results for the Term-By-Document and HAL Models 

Query 

term 

Its translation 

in English 
The model Related words Their translation 

 bank ِصزف

Term-document model 

ِاي، ِؤطظح، فزٚع، ائرّاْ، تٕه، ضاتظ، 

اطالَ، ِسافع، دٚالر،ِطاٌة، راطّاي، 

 اِالن

Capital, Corporation, Branches, Credit, 

Bank, Officer, Islam, Governor, Dollars, 

Demands, Capital, Properties 

HAL model with 

window radius = 3 

،ِاي ،ط١اذ  ،زىِٛح ،الرصاد ،تٕٛن ،ػمار 
 ،ِؤطض ،ِؤذّز ،خذِح ،دٌٚح ،ػًّ ،ذٛطغ

 ذط٠ٛز

Tourists,   Capital,   Drug,   Banks, Econo

my, Government, Expansion, Work, State, 

Service, Conference,  Founder, 
Development 

HAL model with 

 window radius = 6 

ِاي، ِؤطظح، اطرثّار، اطالَ، خذِح، تٕٛن، 

 ػمار، شزوح، ِزوش، ػاٌُ

Capital, Corporation, Investment, Islam, 

Service, Banks, Drug,  Company, Center, 

World 

 price طؼز

Term-document model 
، طٓ، لٕطار، شراء، ص٠ٛا، فٛي، دٚالر

ًتزٔد، ٔساص، لّر، زاص  

Dollars, Tons, Quintals, Winter,  Soy, 

  Bean, Brent, Copper, Wheat, Holds 

HAL model with  

window radius = 3 

 ، ذزاخغ أراج، ٠ٛرٚ، شزوح، اٚته،  ٔظثح، 
ارذفاع، أخفاض، ٔفظ، زىِٛح، راطّاي، 

 ٘ثظ

Produce, Euros, Company, OPEC, 
Percentage, Retreat, High, Low, Oil, 

  Government, capital, Fall 

HAL model with 

 window radius = 6 

ارذفاع، ذزاخغ، أخفاض، ٔفظ، ٠ٛرٚ، ػمٛد، 

 خاَ، ٔظثح، أراج

 

High, Retreat, Low, Oil, Euros, Contracts, 
crude, Percentage, Produce 

 index ِؤشز

Term-document model 
ٔفظ، ِرذاٚي، اطثٛع، الفاي، ذزاخغ، اصٛي، 

 لزاءج، اطُٙ، 

Oil, Trader, Week, Locks, Retreat, Assets, 

Reading, Shares, 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 3 

،ِاي ٍِّىح، راطح ،  ،ِظرمثً  ،ذٛلغ، الفً   
،ط١ظىٛ ،اداء طدً   

Capital, Study, Kingdom, Future, Closed, 
Expectation, Cisco, Record, Performance 

HAL model with 

 window radius = 6 

، ٔفظ، اداء، طٛق، ذزاخغ، خذ٠ذ، ِظرٜٛ

  زاٌح،

Level, Oil, Performance, Market, Retreat, 

New, Status 

 Development ذ١ّٕح

Term-document model 
، اطرثّارالرصاد، ِظرمثً، شؼٛب، ، لطاع

 دػُ، فزص، اػّاي، صٕاػح، ط١اطح   

Sector, Economy, Future,  Peoples, 
Investment, Support, Opportunities, 

  Business, Industry,   Policy 

HAL model with  

window radius = 3 

،ط١اطح ،ذؼش٠ش ،ذط٠ٛز ،ٔشاط  اخرّاع ،دٚر   
،ِظرمثً  

،دػُ، اطرثّار ،ٚطٓ ّٔٛ   

Development, Strengthen, Policy, 
Activity, Role, Meeting, Future, 

Investment, Support, Growth, Home 

HAL model with  

window radius =  6  

، ذىرً، ذىاًِ، ط١اطح، ذطٛر، اصالذ، ذطٛر

 أرؼاع، ٔشاط، ِزدٚد، فٍظفح، ٚطٓ 

Development,In front of, Integration, 

Policy, Development, Reform, Recovery, 
Activity, Yields, Philosophy, Homeland 

 

Analysis 

 

1. We note that the HAL model gives better results than 

the term-document model when the size of window is 

varying from 2 to 6. 

2. In many cases the results were excellent for the Hal 

model (with different moving windows) and the term-

by- document model. The following examples shown 

in Table 2 demonstrate this remark.  

3. Other important case to note, the related words given 

for the query word طؼز (price in English) are very 

interesting, they are very specific to the economics 

domain and so close to the word طؼز. The results set 

given by the term-document model is formed by many 

names of products: ٓلٕطار ،شراء، اطؼار ط  ،تزٔد ،فٛي، ص٠ٛا 

،زاصً ،لّر ،ٔساص , their translations respectively in 

English are: winter, Prices, Tons, Quintals, Bean, Soy, 

Brent, Copper, Wheat, Holds. In the same way, we 

note many kind of interesting result; the term-

document model gives us a set of related words 

specific to nouns of societies and banks. 

4. While in other cases, the results were successful, but 
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the number of the related words were lower and they 

were not very close as the ones in previous table 2 

(see Table 3). 

5. We note that the best percentage were scored for the 

moving window varying from 2 to 6, and the best one 

was for the window radius=3. 

6. The worst results were for the window radius =1 and 

7 (60.42%), i.e.: When the context is limited and very 

small with a window radius =1 and when it is taken 

with a large set of words as consequence the results 

are altered. 

5.2  HAL model based permutation : part II 

The best result obtained in the experiments of Part I is 

the one of the Hal model with WR = 3. It is the only one 

which far exceeds the 70% of success (it recorded 

72.92%). The purpose of this second part is to test the 

possibility of increasing the success rate beyond 75% and 

to reach the vicinity of 80% (which means that over three 

quarters are positive results).For this, we investigate the 

HAL model enriched with word-order information, it is 

known as the permutation based model (see section III) 

proposed by Sahlgren et al. [21]. 

Table 3. Examples of Lower Quality Results than Those of the Table 2 

Query 

term 

It’s 

translation 

in English 

The model Related words Their translation 

 Rate ِؼذي

Term-document model 
ذذتذب، ، ارذفاع، ػدش، فائذج، ذظارع، ّٔٛ

 ِسًٍ، ف١ذراي، ازرّاي

Growth, High, Deficit, Usefulness, 
Acceleration, Fluctuation, Analyst, Federal, 

Prospect 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 3 

، ّٔٛ، ذثاطؤ، اطرّزار، ذطٛر، اطؼار، ٔظثح
 ٔشاط، شزوح، أفاق، ذزاخغ،  س٠ادج

Percentage, Growth, Slowdown, 

Continuation, Evolution, Rates, Activity, 
Company, Spending,  

Retreat, Increase 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 6 

، ّٔٛ، س٠ادج، أخفاض، اطرّزار، ٔظثح
 زدُ، الرصاد، ذطٛر

Percentage, Growth, Increase, Low, 
Continuation, Size, Economy, Development 

 Interest فائذج

Term-document model 
، ا٠ذاع، ذضخُ، ذٕافض، وز٠ذٞ، ِؼذي

 ط٠ٕٛا، ِضاػفا

Rate, Deposit, Inflation,  Compete, Credit, 

Annually, Doubly 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 3 

، ارذفاع، أخفاض، ذضخُ، اطرّزار، ٔفظ
 أفاق، ػائذاخ

Oil, High, Low, Inflation, Continuation, 
Spending, Revenues 

HAL model with 

 window radius = 6 

، ذضخُ، طٍة،   ٔفظارذفاع، أخفاض، 

 ػائذاخ، ِؼذي، ِظرٜٛ

High, Low, Oil, Inflation, Asked, 

Revenues, Rate, Level 

 Profit رتر

Term-document model 
، تٛرصح، ّٔٛ، خظارج، ػائذاخ، تٕه

 ذظ٠ٛك، الزار
Bank, Stock Exchange, Growth, Loss, 

Revenues, Marketing, Approval 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 3 

، ِظاُ٘، ِظرثّز، ٔظثح، راطّاي، شزوح
 اطُٙ، س٠ادج، زىِٛح، أخفاض، اطرثّار

Company, Shareholder, Investor, 

Percentage, capital, Shares, Increase, 

Government, Low, Investment 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 6 

، اطرثّار، ِؤطظح، زىِٛح، ػًّ، شزوح
 ِظرثّز، ِٕرح، ٔظثح، زدُ

Company, Investment, Corporation, 

Government, Action, Investor, Product, 

Percentage, Size 

 credit رص١ذ

Term-document model 
ت١غ، ِٛسػا، ، ػشٚف، تٕه، ذزاوّد

 ِشرزن، ِشٚد

Accumulated, Reluctance, Bank,  

Selling, Distributor, Mutual, Provider 

HAL model with 

 window radius = 3 

، شزوح، ِظرثّز، ِظاُ٘، زصح، س٠ادج

 ِؤطظح، أداس، ِٛاطٓ 

Increase, Company, Investor, Shareholder, 

Share, Corporation, Achievement, Citizen 

HAL model with 
 window radius = 6 

، ِؤطظح، اطرزاذ١ح، خثزاء، زىِٛح
 ِظرثّز، ٔشاط، ِشزٚع، ّٔٛ، س٠ادج، أفاق

Government, Corporation, Strategies, 

Experts, Investor, Activity, Project, 

Growth, Increase, Spending 

Table 4. Results of Permutation Model (HAL Model Enriched with Order Information using the Permutation Method) 

HAL model based permutation  

window radius =1 
success 25 52.1 % 

failure 23  

window radius =2 
success 35 72.92 % 

failure 13  

window radius =3 
success 34 70.83 % 

failure 14  

window radius =4 
success 35 72.92 % 

fail 13  

window radius =5 
success 36 75 % 

failure 12  

window radius =6 
success 38 79.2 % 

failure 10  

window radius =7 
success 36 75 % 

failure 12  
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The results are very satisfactory, for WR = 6 the 

success rate reached almost 80% by recording 79.2%. For 

WR=5 and WR = 7 the success rate is 75%. For WR=2 

and WR = 4, their success rate equalize the best score 

recorded in Part I (72.92 %). 
 

Analysis 

1. The most important remark and conclusion is that 

HAL model enriched with the information of word-

order and based on the permutation method provides 

excellent results.  

 

In most results considered positive, the provided 

related-words were very close and very connected to the 

requested word. We note also the high number or related-

words compared with the results obtained in Part I. 

 

2. The words for which a total failure was recorded 

regardless of the window radius are:   ،تضاػح ، ازرىار

 .ِما٠ضح، طٛق، فاذٛرج

3. For the model based on permutation there are various 

cases where the results were excellent (in quality of 

results number) whatever to the moving window 

(from 1 to 7), we cite as example:  ,اذفاق, طٕذ, اصٛي

 As an example we propose the word .دٚالر, فائذج, ذضخُ

 and the different results obtained for all the اذفاق

sliding windows (ranging from 1 to 7) in Table5. 

Table 5. Very Excellent Results of the word اذفاق (Deal) with All Window Radius 

                                                                         

Query term and Its 

translation 

in English 

Window radius Related words Their translation 

 اتفاق

1 
 ،خظائز ِشاوً ،ط١ٌٛح ،صٕاد٠ك ،ِخاطز

ِشا٠ا ،ِؼٛق ،ذدارب ،ِشار٠غ  
Risks, Funds, Liquidity, Losses,  

Problems, Projects, Experiences, Blocker, Advantages 

2 

 ،ِظؤٚي ،ط١ٌٛح ،ِخاطز ،شزوح

،صٕاد٠ك ،ِظرثّز  ،ِىاذة ،ِشار٠غ 

 ،ا٠زاداخ ،ػّالء ،زىِٛح ،ِٕافظح
خذِح ،ِظاُ٘  

Company, Risk, Liquidity, Administrator,  

Investor, Boxes, Projects, Offices,  

Competition, Government, Clients, Revenue, 
Shareholder, Service 

3 

 ،ِظرثّز ،شزوح ،ِسفظح ،ِخاطز

 ،طالح ،ِظرمثً ،ػًّ ،اذفاق ،ِشزٚع
تزٔاِح ،ػائذاخ  

Risks, Purse, Company, Investor, Project, Agreement, 

Action, Future, Energy, Revenues, Program 

4 
 ،ِشار٠غ ،ا٠زاداخ ،اطرثّار ،طٕذ ،شزوح

أداساخ ،ارتاذ ،زدُ  

Company, Support, Investment, Revenue, 

Projects, Size, Profits, Achievements 

5 
 ،ِظرثّز ،زدُ ،صٕاد٠ك ،زىِٛح ،شزوح

ذذاٚالخ ،اطُٙ ،فزص  
Company, Government, Boxes, Size, Investor, 

Opportunities, Shares, Trading 

6 

 ،ِشار٠غ ،أراج ،ِظرثّز ،زىِٛح ،شزوح

 ،ِٕافظح ،ٔظثح ،اطرثّار ،خذِح ،أراج
ػماراخ ،ػّالء  

Company, Government, Investor, Produce, 

Projects, Produce, Service, Investment, 
Percentage, Competition, Clients, Property 

7 

 ،ِظرثّز ،ٔظثح ،زىِٛح ،اطرثّار ،شزوح

 ،ِثادرج ،راطّاي ،ارتاذ ،اطُٙ ،ِظاُ٘
خاطزِ ،ِٛظف ،ذذفك  

Company, Investment, Government, Percentage, 

Investor, Shareholder, Shares, Profits, Capital, Initiative, 
Flow, Employee, Risks 

 

5.3  Synthesis of Part I and Part II 

1. Before achieving the comparison between the three 

models and choosing which one success more in 

capturing the relatedness between words, our 

principal challenge was to explore and to discover if 

the semantic spaces are suitable for a such kind of 

task and specifically for many less widespread 

languages. The results obtained were very successful 

and prove the ability of these geometric and semantic 

space to capture the relatedness between words, the 

permutation based Hal model achieve 79.2% as a 

percentage of success, the simple Hal model realized 

about 73% of success, and the term-by-document 

model was satisfied with de 64,59 of success (Fig. 4). 

The most important point doesn‘t be resumed at the 

success obtained by these geometric models in 

capturing the similarity and the relatedness between 

words, but the fact of the reduced numbers of needed 

resources make these models very important and 

interesting. We have needed only a corpus and the 

simple distributional hypothesis for constructing our 

three models. 

2. One very important remark is the agglutinated words 

given at many times by the term-by-document model. 

Some results sets contain words like: ُٙلطاػاذٕا ٌطالاذ 

 their translation respectively in ,أٔظّرُٙ ِذاخالذُٙ ِسافظُٙ

English are: our sectors, for their energies, their 

systems, interventions, portfolios. Words like  لطاػاذٕا  

 and ― ٔا― contain respectively  the pronouns أٔظّرُٙ 

― ُ٘― (their translation respectively are : ―our‖ and 

―their‖), and the word like ٌُٙطالاذ contain the 

preposition ― ِي‖, these pronouns and prepositions 

constitute what we call the clitics, their adjunction to 

words product agglutinated words and  bring us in the 

problem of clitization. In fact, we mustn‘t find this 

kind of words after a successful morphological 

analysis stage. That‘s means; the morphological 

analysis engine couldn‘t perform properly its task. 

The word like  ُٙأٔظّر  (their systems) mustn‘t found 

in this form, the morphological analyzer must 

provides أٔظّدwith the pronoun ―ُ٘―and not the 

complete agglutinated word ُٙأٔظّر. This kind of 

misses‘ cases can alter the results of indexing stage 

and consequently the results of extracting related 

words.
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3. The words of the used corpus does not include a set of 

special marks called diacritics, it is a known ¶problem 

encountered for the most of the Arabic manuscripts. 

¶A great portion of the words of the Arab language 

accept a multitude of diacritics, for instance¶, the 

word طٕذ -its translation English is deed- represent a 

many ambiguities when take in account the diacritics 

level (table 6). So, the words will have different 

meaning depending on how they are diactritized, 

which can induce a strong ambiguity and influences 

the semantic analysis such as the extraction of 

synonymy or the extraction of the relatedness in our 

case. 
 

 

Fig.4. The Curves Representing the Results of the Three Models 

Table 6. Examples of Diacritization Problem (Arabic Definitions Were 
Taken from the Electronic Dictionary Almaany6) 

The word 

and it‘s 
translation 

Synonyms and 

Signification in 
Arabic 

It‘s definition (signification) 

in English 

 َطَّٕذَ 
(advocacy) 

 َُ  . َدَػ

طَٕذٖ ، ٚثّمٗ ، دػَّّٗ ، 

 خؼً ٌٗ ِػّاًدا ٠زذىش ػ١ٍٗ

lie or be placed against 
something for support 

 َطَٕذ 

(pillar) 

ح َِ  . ِدَػا

ًّ ِا ٠ُؼرّذ ػ١ٍٗ ٠ُٚظرٕذ  و

 إ١ٌٗ

bolster, crutch, hold, prop, 

rest, shore, stake, stay, 
support-- 

A long stout piece of timber 

or metal set upright in the 
ground to support something 

 ِطٕذ

(Sindh) 

ْٕذُ  اطُ ِىاْ ٠طٍك  : اٌظِّ

ػٍٝ اٌدشء اٌشّاٌٟ 
اٌغزتٟ ِٓ إٌٙذ ، 

٠رٛططٗ زُٛض 

، ٚأَوثُزٖ ا٢ْ  اٌّظٕذ ٔٙز
 ٠مغ فٟ تاوظراْ

Place name given to the 

north-western part of India, 

strikethrough Indus River 
basin, and most now located 

in Pakistan 

ْٕذُ   اٌظِّ
(Sindhis) 

 ًٌ ُٓ ذٍه اٌثالدِخ١   People living in that country ٠ظى

ْٕذُ   اٌظَّ
(yemeni 

clothes) 

ضزٌب ِٓ اٌث١اب أَٚ 

 اٌثُُزِٚد ا١ٌّا١ٔح
Kind of Yemeni clothes 

 اٌظََّٕذُ 
(deed) 

فٟ االلرصاد: ٚرلحٌ ِا١ٌَّحٌ 

ِثثرحٌ ٌمزض زاصً ، 

 ٌٚٗ فائذجٌ ثاترحٌ 

In the economy: financial 

paper installed to loan holds, 

and has a fixed interest 

 

                                                           
6 http://www.almaany.com/ 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

This work demonstrates the ability of Word Space 

Models based on random indexing for extracting the 

relatedness from Arabic corpora. We have explored three 

models, term-document model, HAL model and the 

permutation model (HAL model enriched with word 

order information). The best result was given by the last 

one with a success rate of 79, 2% when we fixed the 

moving window to 6. The developed approach is very 

simple and is not gourmand on resources, it needs only an 

Arabic corpora. The obtained results demonstrate the 

efficiency of using geometric models and specially the 

paradigmatic models for capturing the relatedness 

between words. This success can be exploited in process 

of constructing and enriching semantic resources like 

ontologies or linguistic resources for widespread 

languages like Arabic. 
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